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Winter glow

Tracks criss-crossing the snow make fanciful patterns in th e glow of a
night lamp in front of Patterson Hall. Temperatures ranged in the :10s
ea rlier in the week, melting snow and raising spirits. But a heav y

EWU vandalism, theft up
Vandalism and theft are a continual problem at
Eastern, according to Curt Huff, PUB director, and
the most recent rush on campus has been on rugs
and vacuum cleaners.
Huff said in the last three weeks, three rugs and
one vacuum were stolen from the PUB . Rugs and
vacuums were also missing from other campus
buildings .
After Huff advertised a $50 reward for information pertaining to the missing rugs , three Eastern
students were charged .
" A benevolent judge officially dropped the
charges," said Al Ogdon, assistant provost for
student services . "He chose not to establish a
record for the students by letting Eastern handle
the problem internally.''
Ogdon said satisfactory restitution for the theft
has been settled with the students.
"I'm getting discouraged," said Huff. " I wish we
could crack down more to find out about the thefts
and vandalism . That $50 reward really worked
miracles. The problem is that no one reports the
incidents .
Huff said last spring a couch was stolen from the
second floor of the PUB sometime during a
weekday morning.
"It takes at least two people to lift one of those
couches but no one saw it," he said. "And this
happened between 11 a .m . and 1 p.m .-the busiest
time of the day .' '
Det. Athel Wise of Campus Safety said if
vandalism or theft on campus appears to be on the
increase, it's probably because of the recent cold
snap experienced by the vicinity.
" I really believe this cold weather has something
to do with it, " he said. "In this cold, the kids can't do
anything , so they stay inside and party . They get
bored. "
Thefts happen on a continuous basis, Wise said.
Campus police usually receive one report per day .

." It's sad but we'll have thefts as Jong as we have
students ."
Wise said what students steal from the school
must be replaced and that can mean higher tuition.
Student funds buy a lot of things. In the end, it's the
students who pay for them .
" Just because someone is a student, it shouldn 't
give them a license to steal ," said Huff.
But it's not always the student who steals or
vandalizes. Two off-campus guests recently dam aged a study lounge and restroom in Streeter Hall.
Towel racks were torn off the walls, desks were
broken and a hole was kicked in one wall , according
to Ogdon . Damage was thought to have reached
$100.
" Restitution and the inconvenience were taken
care of by the two guests," Ogdon said .
People don 't stop to think about the penalties
involved before they destroy something, Wise said .
For those who aren 't aware of it, malicious
mischief comes in three degrees; first degree is the
most serious . It involves physical damage that is
something intentionally defaced or destroyed, in
excess of $1,500. It is considered a Class B felony .
Second degree is a Class C felony and is damage
done in excess of $250 and up to $1,500.
Third degree is considered a gross misdemeanor .
That is damage between $50 and $250. A misdemeanor is $50 or less.
The criminal code for jail terms involving
malicious mischief is : Class A- not less than 20
years and/or $10,000 fine. Class B--not more than 10
years and/or $10,000. Class C--not more than five
years and/or $5,000. Gross misdemeanor- not more
than one year and/or $1,000. Misdemeanor--00 days
and/or $50.
Students or campus visitors ; considering a bit of
" fun" with a rug or room should think twice. It can
get very expensive,

Dou g Wright photo
snowstorm , which depos ited sevt> ra I in ches Tu esda y, da slll'II hopp -; for
an ea rly s prin g.

Inside
Study and s ights ee in th e Land O' th e Leprechauns for two week s li1is
s umm er , through the Eas tern-s ponsor ed cr ea ti ve writin g program ,
hea ded by English profes. or J ames Mc/\uley. De ta il s on page 7.
What' s happening in Eastern's classrooms in th e wa y or cllC' a lin g
th ese da ys? /\ two-part article tak es an in-depth look a t th e s itu at ion ,
proble ms , who's affected. and poss ible solution ·, as seen through th e
eyes of students , professors and administrators . Part one starts on
page 12.
Whitworth's Pirates s wa shbuckl ed the Eagles Tuesda y evenin g in a
brea thtaking fini sh, by a mere two points--in wh.a t wa s proba bl y th e
season 's most evenly matched contes t. Th e c reamin ' Eagles mu st
win th e r e mainder or th eir games to qualify for NA lA Distric t
Tournam ents . ee story, page 10.
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State 1.awmakers
labeled ''callous''
State legislators were labeled
as " a little callous" by A.S.
President Ron Weigelt as he
reported on his appearance before the House Higher Education
Committee to the student legislature Monday .
Weigelt and several Washington State college students appeared before the committee last
weekend to voice their opposition
to the proposed tuition increase.
" As legislators you want to do
what is best for the state," he
said in his testimony before the
committee. We don't believe that
a tuition increase is in keeping

with this concept . . . The right to
a higher education should be
limited by ambition and ability
alone, not by financial standing ."
Weigelt added that a $66 tuition
increase would be intolerable to
students already living on a tight
budget.
He also pointed out that while
some people may think that
higher tuition could be offset by
financial aid, this would not b:logical.
" In the area of federal student
aid, the effectiveness of aid dol lars is reduced because the pro-
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Archaeologist to speak
Dr. William Coulson will present a free illustrated public
lecture on the " A. chaeology of
Homer's Greece" at Kennedy
Library Auditorium at noon today .
Coulson, who is with the Department of classics at the uni versity of Minnesota, has participated in several archaeological
expeditions in various parts of
the a ncient Greek world .
One of the most important was
the Un iv ers ity of Minnesota
Archaeo log ica l Expedition to

Messenia in the western Peloponnesus of Greece during the 1960's.
While the expedition did not
locate Nestor's palace, they did
uncover remains from the Dark
Ages of Greece (1200-750 B.C.)
This dig has also gai ned an international reputation because of
the new innovative techniques
applied to archaeology .
Currently , Coulson is directing
the University of Minnesota Expedition to Naukratis in the
western delta region of Egypt.

c:1/-tht:n~ £Inn
Featuring the Delicious Gyros
Sandwich or Dinner

And the lucky number is ...
Charles Jansen, an urban and planning major from Spokane, is the winner of a new Pioneer stc'reo system,
raffled off last week by the Criminal Justice Club. Treasurer Ken Wournell holds the jug as club president
Brenda Kuest fishes for the slip of paper that proved to be Jansen's lucky number. More than 1,000 tickets
were sold in the raffle, a fund-raiser for the club that garnered about $400.

and
Dthe.'t 9inE. §'tE.E.k. '.Jood~ and Pa~t'ti.u

N. 6 Howard St.

Lawmakers .....

Catering Gyros For Your Convenience
Parties & Group Reservations
Carry Out Call 624-8894

can't from p. 1
gram encourages states to raise
tuition," he said.
Weigelt cited Pennsylvania as
an example of a state gone into
the " high-t~ition student aid
strategy . "

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. -9:00 to 8:00
Saturday-11 :00 to 5:00

SEND LIVING
VALENTINES.
FfD LoveBundle Bouquet.

ITD Valentine
Bud Vase.

MEN!
WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
American. Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. M-11, Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.

Last year, Pennsylvania raised
tuition to $800--the highest in the
country, Weigelt said. As a result, applications for fall enrollment at all the colleges--public
and private--fell 10,000 below the
fall 1976 enrollment levels.
" Already Pennsylvania has
had a cancellation of $1 million in
student aid awards for the coming year. Forty-seven percent of
that was earmarked for students
at public colleges," he said.
Legislators "seemed terribly
inquisitive in a negative sense,"
Weigelt said at the A.S. meeting.
He also pointed out that one of the
most cynical legislators was the
representative from this district,
Mike McGinnis.
Weigelt read a notice he re-

·~ ~·~ ~·~~·~~·~ ~·~~·~ ~.• .... ~· ... ~·~ ~·:'- ~·!-l ~·~ ~·~ ~· ....... " ...
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MONTE CARLO NIGHT
Those FfD Florists really
get around ... for you!
FfD LoveBundle• Bou1quet, usuaijy available for less than $17.50.
FfD Valentine Bud Vase, usually available for less than $10.00. As an
Independent businessman, each FfD Aorist sets his own prices. Service charges and delivery may be additional. Most FfD Florists accept
major credit cards.

is approaching on Satu~day,
Mar,ch 3rid of this year.
Great entertailment & music
MORE DETAILS LATER

ceived from Olympia Monday
that stated four of the legislators
were opposed to the increase and
that one would like more information.
In other business, Barbara
Zane spoke for the campus planning committee about alternatives to the campus parking
shortage.
Presenting the idea of building
four-story parking garages, Zane
said the cost would be between $2
and $3 million. She asked if the
legislature would be willing to
provide half the cost.
After some discussion of possible locations, the matter was
shelved for action at a later date.

Foreign service
talk scheduled
The deputy director of the
U.S. State Department's Foreign
Service Institute will visit Eastern on Thursday, Feb. 15.
Carleton S. Coon, Jr., also
director of the department's academic affairs, will speak on
current foreign policy issues and
respond to questions .
The talk will be held in Patterson 1057 at 10 a.m. All interested faculty and students are invited.

© 1979 Aorlltt' Traruworld Delivery.

LUNCHEON MENU
Split Pea Soup, Fishwich wrrartar Sauce, Hamburger Pie, Chefs
Salad
Minestrone Soup, Corn Beef
Friday, Feb. 9:
Sandwich on Rye w/Potato Chips,
Enchiladas, Tuna Salad Bowl
Brunch
Saturday, Feb. 10:
Brunch
Sunday, Feb. 11:
Cream of Potato Soup, Corndogs,
Monday, Feb. 12:
Creolo Spaghetti, Salmon Salap
Cream of Mushroom Soup, SubTuesday, Feb. 13:
marine Sandwich, Roast Beef
Hash w/Gravy, Egg Salad Bowl
Wednesday, Feb. 14: Chicken Noodle Soup, Pizza,
Cream Tuna on Toast, Ham Salad
Thursday, Feb. 8:

11

clluoelatu ln 9a.mlfy P,.a.etlu, P . .::S., eo,.Jwlly lni,lk you to on Ofun c:Houu.
on .:Sunday, 9eb,.ua. ,.!J 1 1 , 1 9 7 9, 1 to 4 p. m.
a.l,.ktln9 tfu Clentfi d1nnllJ&ua.,.y of
t!furuy ~edlea.f t!enk,.
a.t 19 c:No,.tfi .::Sei,entfi., t!furuy, <'Wa.1.fi.£n9ton
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II
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Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for
10 lunches for $13.50 or $2.96 per day.
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Week-long activities planned

.Black history celebrated
"History : Torch for the Future," is the theme of this year's
annual Black History Week,
which begins Sunday, Feb. 11 at
Eastern, according to Dr. C.1'.
Wright, black education director.
"Black History Week was originally begun in 1926 to emphasize the contributions of black
Americans," said Wright. "The
purpose is to make blacks and all
Americans aware of the contributions blacks have made to society ."

Since the bicentennial year of
1976, the event has been celebrated nationally all through the
month of February, and is known
as Black History Month.
."Here at Eastern, " added
Wright, a professor of history,
"we observe it the second week of
February in honor of the birthdays of President Abraham Lincoln and black abolitionist Frederick Douglass."
Currently, there are approxi.-

TaX service free
ting the service, which has been
available in previous years -at
Eastern.
Smith said one purpose of the
tax consultation is to inform
students of possible income credits. According to a provision of
the Tax Reform act of 1975,
students may qualify for this
credit under certain circumstances.

Need help with your tax forms?
Take advantage of a free student
consultation offered at Eastern
during the next three Wednesdays . .
The School of Business and
Administration accounting department and Beta Psi Delta, a
national accounting fraternity,
will be offering free student tax
consultation in the PUB of Feb.
14, 21, and 28.
Four to five student volunteers
with advanced accounting majors will man two tables each
hour in room 121 between 9 a .m.
and 2.p.m.
.
Russell J . Smith, associate professor of acounting, is coordina-

MARSHALL
STRINGED
INSTRUMENTS .
Guitars, Banjos, Mandolins

Bought, Sold, Traded

•

.. J., , .,

mately 135 black Americans attending EWU.
Wright urged Eastern students
and the general public to participate in Black History Week activities, which will begin on Sunday, Feb. 11 with a reception and
art exhibition in the Monroe Hall
Lounge at 4 p.m.
Other Black History Week activities will include :
--Monday, Feb. 12: A lecture by
Steven Millner on "A Reanalysis
of the Montgomery, Alabama
Bus Boycott," in the Patterson
Hall Auditorium at l :30.
--Tuesday, February 13: Jerome W. Page, a member of the
EWU Board of Trustees and
Executive Director of the Seattle
Urban League, will present an
address entitled : "History : A
Torch for the Future" at the JFK
Library Auditorium at 2 p.m.
--Wednesday, February 14: The
Black Faculty and Staff Organization will present a program at
noon in the PUB.
--Thursday, February 15: A
panel discussion by Spokane area
black community leaders at 2
p.m. in the Monroe Hall Lounge.
--Friday, February 16: Orientation for black high school students from Spokane, starting at
10 a .m. in the Monroe Hall
Lounge .

:: Weather wrap-up
Weather data for week of Jan . 29-Feb. 4
Mon . Tues. Wed . Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.
Max temp
19
15
11
17
21 36 37
Min Temp
-1
-5
-5
-6
9 13 20
Snowfall
-------------------------- .2 in ------ .1 in .2 in
Precip
------------------------- .01 ----- .01 .02
High barometric reading--Sunday, Feb. 4--30.30in
Low barometric reading--Monday , Feb. 5--29.83in
Weather comments : Cold arctic air again held dominance over the
Pacific Northwest in the first week of February with below zero
readings common for most interior locations. The month of
January was the second coldest record here in Spokane, averaging
only 11 degrees, some 16 degrees below normal. By the end of the
Crist week of February , a change in the upper air flow was bringing
substantially warmer Pacific air into the region

The position of Director of
Public Relations for the Associated Students· is open for
Spring Quarter. We're -looking
for Communications Majors or
R-TV Majors who specialize in
Public Relations. This is a paid
position.

Now in the

Complaint
·1ine open

GALLERY OF ARTS
First Street, Cheney

EA.G LE EXPRESS
.Round Trip to Seattle*
ONLY $14.50

Michael's
Keepsake Diainonds

Beginning next Thursday, The
Easterner will publish a regular
column to help Eastern students
deal with bureaucratic red tape,
problems associated with the
· administration or any academic
department, or troubles dealt to
the student by the Cheney community .
The column will not guarantee
answers to any problems; however, The Easterner will attempt
to open communication Ho.es between the student and appropriate school or city officials.
To participate, simply write a
letter to The Easterner, PUB n~.
clearly stating the problem.
Name, address and telephone
number of each writer is required, although names will not
be used upon request.

ARGONNE VIUAGE

928-8229

1&.30% Discount

Tickets at PUB Information Desk

WITH STUDENT

ID CARD
WE DESIGN RINGS
IN THE STORE .

*Leaves Cheney 3:30 ·p.m. Feb. 16; Leaves Seattle 3:30 p.m.
Feb. 19 from Greyhound Bus Depot

•

coming ...

WELCOME TD THE JOB MARKET
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses, i.e.,
anthropology, bilingual education, history, Spanish,
etc . at Guadalajara, Mexico,
July 2 - August 10. Tuition:
$265 . Board and room with
Mexican family: $300.

I
I

:1

I
I

I

I

ii
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Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Alumni 211
University of ~rlzona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

I

What's your best bet in today's marketplace? What
can you expect from your first job? Need it be a nineto-five one? These and many other questions related
to entering the job market will be discussed in this
issue of "lnsider''.......the free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford.
Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in
the job market will help you start your career off on
the right track. And if you 're in the market for~
new car or truck, we also hope you'll check out the
great lineup of '79 Fords.

Look for "lnsider"Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

FORD
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Opinion
Vandals at large
College students are re sponsible, mature , and hard -working
adults, r ight?
Lately at Eastern that d oes n' t seem to be the case.
Thefts from Towonko and general vandalism in campus
buildings seem to be the rule rather than the exception at EWU ,
but at ly those light-fingered, ingenious chi ldren hove gone in
searc h of greener field .
Obv io usly, the larger on objec t is, the m ore o f a challenge
th re is in mov i ng it. And objects such as rugs and vacuum
cl ea ners ore hard to r s1st.
The general b ore dom of winter and its locked - up feeling may
hove prompted so me of th
re cen t activity as a fo rm of
nter toinmen t. But co llege students, who ore often th oug ht to
ho ve intelligen ce, sh o uld be able to find something else to
a muse them .
Somethi ng that d oesn't in c lude stealing .
A student caught lifting a piece of furniture or kicking down a
d ir e c t1onol sign will most likely soy he himself paid for it. It's the
some k ind of line as adults use when they soy "I pay my taxe s."
I seems u-> though cheating on your income tax is be coming
as Am e r ican a s appl e pie, h ot dogs, and Chev rolet- -o s long as
y'."lu d o n ' get caught. This kind of a tt itude is resp onsible for the
1sre s ee l students pay to school proper ty .
Be yo nd that , studen ts of ten resort to the excuse of on ly
" b o rr o wing " i tems. Ultimately such arti c les would be returned .
It's a n interesting line , bu t no one believe s it.
Eastern is financed by eve ry o ne, the entire sta te of
Washington . It is really going to be hard to de ci de wh o gets
what choir or f ilin g cabin t because they " paid for it."
Maybe some students at Eastern w ill at least learn that they
are paying for on educa tion , not the PUB 's va cuum
c leoner.-- L.V .

Letters
How about a book?
I ha ve this teacher who is a
rea l (expl etive deleted) . I feel
student s are not being given a
fair chan ce in Computer Con cepts 280.
The books have not come in
to the books tore this quarter
( at least no t enough for the
entire class ), yet the teacher
ins is ts upon g iv i ng us a mid te rm exam which is worth 20
percent of our grade . How do
you study w it hout a book?
So m e students do have the
boo ks, wh ich g ives them an
u nfair advantage over the rest
of us. My real co ncern is that
be cause this teacher doesn't
kno w what the hell is going
o n, I am flunking out of the
class. And my GPA is 3.4 , so
it' s n o t l ik e I om used to failing
a co urse .
Te a c hers should become in vo lved in the concerns of their
stu dents. After all, students go
to c lass for other reasons than
ius t keeping their professors
employed .
It's nic e to have teachers
who know what they are
talk ing about, but it is im portant also--ond so many
professors don't seem to rea lize this--that they be able to
convey the ir knowledge to the
students in a clear and understandable way.
Any teacher who puts some
of his students in such an
unfair position deserves to be
hung by the thumbs and shot.
It d o e sn' t really matter how
hard or easy a teacher is; what
is imp o rtant is that he is fair .
St ud e nt s ore used to hard
work and co mpetition .but this
is not the pro blem . W e just do
not lik being treated unfairly.
The majority o f professo rs at
Eastern seem !o b e very just
but there ore a few who need
to look twice at thei r teaching,

test ing and grading practices.
Mike Edwards

King George?
Students beware! King
George hos reclaimed his
crown and once again we find
the dork tentacles of the
Showalter octupus worming
through the soiled gates of
student government. The admin istration not only wants
more and more S & A monies
to defray their own incom petence, but ore willing to go
to any length to stifle student
interests and desires along the
way.
To give you a little history,
two years ag o the administration locked the students into
on aut o matic 30 percent "off
the top" to athletics from your
S & A fees (an amount in
excess of $160,000) . Furthermore, this automatic percentage allowed the admini stration to reason that there
was no longer any need for
the student government to
rev iew and approve the athletic budget, so they formed
the infamous Athletic Policy
Board, a tidy means to stifle
student input. The administration calls all this a compromise, but you and I know
better.
The next · step on the administration's march to re move student government
control was the formation of
the Planning and Budgeting
Committee. This committee
was established to "assess the
financial and programmatic
impacts of budgeting and to
develop a more rational and
deliberate pr ocess of budget
planning ." It sou nds good.
Howeve r, it ha s done nothing
for the students. It allows the
administrat ion to further i nsu late st udent i nput.

But th is was not enough to
feed the greed and arrogance
surrounding the second floor
of Showalter Hall. King
George managed to convince
the Board of Trustees of the
need to once and for all nail
down a formal procedure for
the budgeting of S & A fee
monies. The consequence was
the formation of the S & A fees
committee . This committee
has allowed the administra tion the forum they need to
stifle and obliterate any pru dent government input. The
Student government will suffer and consequently, so will
the students.
Although no final procedure
has been agreed upon, the
handwriting is clearly on the
wall . The administration wants
an S & A budgeting committee
completely independent of
the A.S . Legislature . They want
to lock in S & A fee monies
even further by continuing the
30 percent to Athletics and
adding an automatic 15 percent to Fine Arts .
How does all this reflect the
incompetence of the admini stration? I thought you would
never ask. First, any department head in the Fine Arts
Complex will tell you that the
administration has done little,
if anything, to help their
programs. They have continually had to rely on student
monies. Secondly, I would
direct you to the athletic policy
for the next several years. It's
good for both a laugh --and a
cry .
Things will go their chartered course ; I just had to
scream. Thank you for listening .
Denver Parmenter
Chairperson
Finan ci al Affairs Committee
A.S . Legislature

Advising available
Thi s letter is b ei ng written in
re fe rence to an editorial " Boy,
I'm Dumb" in the January 11 ,

1979 issue of the Easterner.
It is understandable that a
graduating senior would question the quality of his education when he appears to be
deficient in several key areas
of learning . The basic GUR
requirements have been and
are now under review for the
specific purpose of upgrading
the basic educational founda tions that an EWU student will
have at the end of his four
year college career.
However, it is also the
responsiblity of the student to
take a look at why he or she is
in college and to gear his
academic program with that in
mind . If the student feels that
he is not qualified to make all
these decisions, it is reason able to assume that he would
seek some advice from someone who is qualified to advise
him .
There was a slur, whether
intended or not, on the quality
or lack of advising the writer
of the editorial had received
from the general advising

office . We regret that this
occurred and we are doing
our best to continually improve the services we can
offer.
It is the responsibility of the
student, however, to come to
the office in order to get the
benefits to be gained from
individual advising . It is really
n o t possible to properly advise
a student in the 15- minutes
prior to the time he wishes to
register, or with 25 other
students waiting to have signatures on their registration
slips.
In order to avoid this hassle,
a student may call at any time
during the quarter and make
an appointment with an advisor who will give him the
quality of advise that he is
entitled to and that the advisor
would like to give. Please give
our office the chance to do our
job under the best of circum stances for all concerned .
Richard E. Flamer, Director
General Undergraduate
Advising

The Easterner·
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Associate Editor ..... ,v, .. , ................. , ........... , .... ; ................ Liz Viall
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So you ff"ant to ·:.b e a
Business
By Carol Wetzel
A dollar sign isn 't lhe only thing
sludenls will see before them
should they choose to enter Eastern 's school of business, said
John Dickson, dean .
" We like students who have
very broad backgrounds, " he
said . " They 're encouraged lo
take courses in sociology, psychology , and other areas .
"When dealing with business
problems you 're often dealing
with people who have divergent
backgrounds, " he said. " Good
communication is essential. Then
there 's a greater probability of
solving problems ."
The school is divided into three
departments, accounting and decision science, management, and
business nad distributive education.
Management includes six
areas of specialization. Personnel involves recruiting, job analysis, boosting morale and other related aspects, while production
management deals more with the
handling of material as it's
moved through a plant.

Finan ce includes decision making, where a compa ny's assets ar involved, a nd marketing
deals with ad vertising and marketing resea rch .
General managem e nt gives
students an overview of all the
other specialized areas , including
the sixth area. small business .
" The latter is designed for
persons not really interested in
large business but who need to
know some aspects of running a
business for use in the smaller
endeavors," Dickson said .
The department of accounting
and decision science includes
learning about managerial decision making--"How do you treat
the money you have?" Also,
management information ·systems are studied. That's learning
the effective use of statistics and
other information to help decide,
for example, if it makes sense for
a business to buy a computer.
"Accounting is the strongest of
all areas right now as far as job
opportunities go," Dickson said.
" Accountants are rare."
Finally, there is the business
and distributive education department, in which students can

lea rn to teach accounting and
business skills at the secondary
level.
''There is a big job ma rket for
that," Dickson said. Busi nessr e late d courses a re growing
more num erous in high school
curriculums , he added .

The management of office procedures--record keeping, secretarial pool organization , etc .--are
also taµght in the department.
All the aforementioned may

Yourturu
Have you ever been aware of a
serious cheating problem at
Eastern? How do you feel about
it? Do you believe there are
situations where cheating would
he justiried?

.Juliana Simina, 25, nursing,
freshman, Cheney--" I don 'l lhink
it is fair for students to cheat. I
don 't know how much of it goes on
around here. They don 't say
enough about il to stop people
from cheating ."

Dave Millheisler, 20, business,
sophomore-- " There is probably

some cheating but I don 't see it.
When your instructors give you
an essay test, it makes cheating
hard . In my major classes, the
tests are so long that it is
impossible to cheat."

Cow Pokes
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really think there is much of a
cheating probl e m here . Th e
teacher s have combalted thi s by
creating test questions. I feel
cheating is a bad deal for the
people who work hard and study
up for exams ."

Doris Palmer, :12, registrar's office, Spokane-" I am sure that

Karen Anderson, 18, music,
freshman, Morrison Hall--" No, I
don't know of a cheating problem . But if there was ever a good
cheating system devised, I would
like to know about it. Hi Mom!

s ound somew hat unin s pirin g ,
Dickson agreed , bul that 's only
before these skills are taken a nd
a pplied to a s tudent 's area of
spec ial inte rest.
" We help a person lo accomplish hi s life goa ls, whether il's an
ocea nogra pher who wants to get
hi s budget in ha nd , or a photogra pher who 's planning on setting up his own studio ," lhe dean
sa id .
" With business skills, a person
can enjoy hi s job a lot more
beca use he ' ll be a ble lo dea l with
government and r eg ulation s ,
stockholders and dividends, s laticians' reports a nd other data ,"
he sa id .
Two concrete exa mples of
practical application of business
skills were offered by Dickson .
A journalist who is interested in
starting his own magazine (Dickson used Spokane Magazine as an
example) would need not only
journalistic training, but also
knowledge in accounting, finance
and personnel management. The
small business program would be
·
helpful here , he said .
In the political rea lm , marketing resea rh skills ca n help assess
a candidate's chance of gelling
elec ted, he said. During lhe 1976
Ca rter-Ford pres identia l campaigns, one ca ndidate (Dickson
couldn't say which ) consulted a
Spokane marketing r esearc h inform ation for just such information .
Dickson sa id lhe quantity of
projects req uired by business
students is a great asset both as

teaching tools and in helpin g
them land jobs because of experi ence.
Stud ent projects include mini consul ting jobs with bus in ess
firm s ("Should we buy a computer ? ), a nnual cost-of-living
studies comparing Seattle and
Spokane, a nd helping the A.S.
fi gure lhe cost and feas ibi lity of
produc ing the new yearbook.
Business students wi ll be on
hand lo a id other EWU students
with the ir income tax form s thi s
month . On F'eb. 24 , 21 , a nd 28 in
room 12 1 of lhe PUB from 9 a.m .
until 2 p.m ., business students
wi ll be on hand for consultation .
The school of bus in ess has a
ma ster 's of business ad ministra tion progra m , or actually two
programs, one of which is open to
no°'busi ness majors " who find
th ey need some manag e rial
skill s," for whatever reasons ,
Dickson said .
These people take a block of
roughl y 10 courses that concentrate and abbreviate lhe courses
bus iness majors look in their
undergrad uate studies . The block
then feed them into the regular
ma ster 's program .
The school of business , in
Kingston Hall , has a staff uf :38
full -time and I O lo 15 pGr t-Li rn ~
instructors . These include presiden ts a nd vir.e presidents of local
firm s who leac h the stud ents .
Spea kers, ranging from Stat e
Attorney Genera l Slade Gort on to
Key tr oni cs Presid e nt Le wi s
Zirkle. are a lso brought in fr equentl y.

TODAY'S Cl\DSSWOl\D PUZZLE
Grant Marks, l!l, accounting,
so1>homore, Spokane--" I don ' l

Derilynn Harris, 20, wildlife conservation, freshman, Dryden
Hall--"No, I don't think there is a
cheating problem . At least, I am
not aware of one."

'">
... •

there probably is a cheating problem here. There seems to be one
in every school. Cheaters
shouldn't lose credit for the class
or tests but if caught cheating,
should have to make up the test."

ACROSS
1 Brawl s
5 Freight
10 Seafood
14 Co rr ec t
15 Grea tly : Archaic
16 Cache
17 Mess up
19 Slime
20 Am er. wi ldca t
21 Witt ie r
23 Balan ces
26 Flightles s
bird
27 Chose not to
acc ept : 2
word s
30 Hanging ornamen t
34 Las t word
35 Rai ses
37 Before in
tim e: Prefix
38 Depressing
39 Se cond
vendin gs
41 Narrow inlet
42 Mid i season
43 Lat ent
44 Engli sh riv er
45 Cease
47 Premier

50 Sea : Fre nc h
51 Exhaus t
52 N.Y. lake
56 Short surpli ces
60 Gelatin s ubstance
61 Hand y
64 In strum e nt
65 More steadfas t
66 Nursemaid
67 Trial
68 Park in th e
Rocki es
69 Snatch
DOWN
1 Chang e th e
deco r
2 Of some poems
3 Sensible
4 Trites t
5 Con veyed
6 Cand lenu t
tree
7 Fled
8 Carriages
9 Appr ox .
39.37 ": 2
word s
10 Voca l group
11 Di so rd er
12 Tool

Last week's puzzle

13 Pub product
18 Wander
22 Pil e up
24 Suckle
25 Lanced
27 Perched
28 Dim inish
29 Lat eral part ~
31 Fling
32 N. Amer . Indian s
33 Smalle st
36 Cons tell ation
39 Resu rrected
40 Interm issio n: 2
words

44 Shading
46 Turk is h inn
48 Spe edst ers
49 Great
Britain' s
embl em
52 Sod ium
chl o ride
53 Ch ill
54 Rod e nts
55 Heart s:
An al.
57 Lacerat e
58 Girl ' s name
59 Pi erce
62 Acorn
63 WW-II victory sign

'
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Deadline
Friday
Friday is the deadline for Eastern students to submit entries to
the poetry and photography contest being sponsored by The
Easterner.
Awards of $25, $15, and $10 will
be given to the top three EWU
student entries in each category.
Winning photographs and poems
will be featured in a winter
quarter issue of The Easterner .
Poetry entries will be limited to
six per applicant. There are no
length or subject li mitations.
Manuscripts should be typed and
double spaced with name, address and telephone num ber included on each page.
Editors of the Willow Springs,
an EWU creative wri ting publication, will judge all poems.
Winning entries may be pri nted
in the spring issue of the magazine.
Photographers should ubmit
no more than three black and
white, or toned prints. Photos
must be no smaller than 5" by 7"
and no larger than 11 " by 14 ".
'Photos may be mounted or
unmounted. Na me, address, and
telephone number should be included on the back of each print.
All photo contest entrants should
be able to supply a black and
white glossy to The Easterner for
later publication .
Professor J im Marshall of the
physic department and Professor Bob Lloyd of the art department will judge photo entries.
All entries should be submitted
lo The Easterner office, PUB 119,
by 4 p.m. Friday , Feb. 9. Staff
members of The Easterner and
Willow Springs are not elegible.

"

Barba r a Na ka m aye, director of Eastcrn 's tutorine center , helps
student Les Wcigc over the rough s pots of a course assignment. The

Tutoring center .offers helping hand
Having troubles with math or
science? Don 't panic, there is
someone who wants to help- with
no strings attached.
E astern's tutoring center, located on the first floor of Martin

_ . ~ ---------------------~
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Hall , helps approximately 100 to
150 mind-boggled students every
quarter with problems in math,
biology and chemistry g asses,
according to director Barbara
Nakamaye. The center is open
weekdays from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. .
A 1967 graduate of the University of California, Nakamaye has
worked at Eastern for five years,
including four years at the center. Her first year on campus was
spent in the chemistry department running labs and coteaching classes.
Most students coming into the
center have problems related to
homework assignments, said
Nakamaye. Others need help
with lab assignments, decipher-

Prier, $ 16. 50 . . ... .. ...... . ... .. , .. . •..........

Assorted Shirts
11

center, located on the first floor of Martin Hall, is open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays to assist students in math, chemistry and biology.

Many Sly/ts
SPECIA L VA LUES ................

$895

300/.t'O- 400/.t'O OFF

Assorted Sweaters
/n rm liblt StlrrtionL .Choirr of
our t nlirr st0<k . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . . . .

300/.t'O- 400/.t'O OFF

Velveteen Vests
Ann i, Hall, Mtn'I Wtar Sly/Ing
Sui,tstttl Rtlail $l7.5 0 ..... . .......... . ... .. . , •.. ... . .. ...

$1650

Winter Dress Pants

OFF

ing fecture notes and understanding mistakes made on exams.
''We try not to do the homework
for them," she said. "We want
them to find out what area
they're having the most trouble
in and help along those lines."
Students often have problems
with studies because they fail to
put in enough independent time,
she added. She also cited science
as an area in which a student has
to " struggle some on his own. "
Most center regulars come in
for an understanding of a subject's basic concepts.
"We can explain principals, but
students have to· do some of it on
their own if they hope to benefit
from our service, " she said.
" I find that most chemistry
students who have a good background in ma th progress a lot
better and can be tutored more
easily, " she added.

they have an upcoming test or
not,' ' she said.
Another important part of improving one's grades is selfconfidence.
" Some people make up their
minds that they can't do something," she said. " If you believe
you're going to fail , then you
will. II
Gary Davis, an Eastern graduate student in psychology and
tutor at the center, agrees.
" It's better to try to do a
problem and fail than not to do
the problem at all, " he said.
The bottom line is to get help
early, Nakamaye said. If a student does not understand the
basic concepts of a subject in the
beginning, the chances are he
will not learn them later on.
Tutors at the center are primarily juniots and seniors work- .
ing for a degree in a particular
field, or graduate students with a
degree in math or science.
A good overall study skill for
Nakamaye said that tutors are
students to develop is to constantpaid a salary of $2.77 an hour
ly review all material covered in
from monies allocated through
a class, Nakamaye said. Too
the department of Psychological
many students try to place all
Services and the Division of
their concentration on a small
Health Services.
area of a single subject and
"Being a tutor is good experiignore the others.
"I think people should learn to · ence for those going into teaching
and who want to see how well
budget their µme so that some
they work with people and how
time is spent learning concepts of
much they enjoy it," she added.
each class everyday whether

I Poliee lleat I
Campus Safety
January 29, 1979, 3:20 p.m.Jim Upshaw, 316 Dressler, re-

ported that his vehicle had been
broken into and his CB radio
stolen.
11 :40 p.m.-There was a reported theft of one of the large white
light covers outside the main
entrance to the PUB. No suspects
at this time.
11 :50 p.m.--Leroy Petrick,
maintenance custodian at the
PUB, reported two machines in
the PUB game room had been
vandalized. No suspects at this
time.

Cheney Police Department
Jan. 29, 3:33 p.m.-Report of ·a

pedestrian accident at 2nd ·and
Elm streets. Victim slipped on
ice, had to be transported to
Cheney Medi~l Clinic by Cheney
Fire Department.
Feb. 1, 2:40 p.m.-Arne ~- Stevens
reports his vehicle bejng egged
and being marked with pink
lipstick wbile parked on 2nd
St.
Feb. 2, 7:56 p.m.--savage House
employee reports a hit-and-run
accident in the Savage House
parking lot involving one of their
delivery trucks.
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Irish magic lures Eastern writers
By Carol Wetzel

The Irish are said to have a
great gift with words. Perhaps
that 's reason enough for serious
students of fiction and poetry to
reserve two weeks this summer
and go to Ireland for Eastern's
Creative Writing Workshop. The
Irish flair for literary creativity
just might rub off on the visiting
writers .
Associate Professor James
McAuley of the English Department heads the school's creative
writing program. He said there
are several good reasons why
aspiring writers might want to
spend the time and money for the
trip.
"We're providing two weeks
for students who want to use that
time for critical appraisal by
esta blished writers; or who want
to hole up and write; or who want
to be stimulated by the experience itself so they can write about
it late11," he said.
Fee ior the workshop is $584
with a $50 deposit needed by
mid-March and the balance due
by June 10. While there__ are 36
openings available, at least half
of those must be filled or the trip
will be cancelled, McAuley said.
"Today I'm confident, but tomorrow I might say it's hopeless," he said of the prospects of
there being enough confirmations
to guarantee the trip.
He 1s publicizing the workshop
nationally by placing ads in the
Atlantic Monthly and American
Poetry Review and through brochures distributed across the
country .
So far he's received three
confirmations and two inquiries
from California for the trip.
McAuley estimated total expenses not to exceed $1,200 per
student. Each is responsible for

transportation to and from Shannon Airport in Ireland, souvenirs,
etc. At first glance, that figure
might look like a lot of money for
two weeks and four credits.
So why not choose a setting
closer to home and therefore
cheaper?
McAuley said a writing workshop irt Vermont this summer
will cost about $100 more than
EWU's offering, and another in
Aspen, Colo., will cost about the
same as the Ireland trip.
The main reason Eastern 's
workshop is so inexpensive by
comparison is because "we're
really getting a break on accomodations," he said.
McAuley has a friend, Irish
poet Brian Mooney, who arranged accomodations with Irish
families for the students at extremely reasonable rates.
It was McAuley and Rooney
who originally planned the workshop.
"He and I went to school
together. We met quite by coincedence at a convention in Toronto about this time last year,"
McAuley said. "We sat down and
began talking about the possibility o( arranging a workshop in
Ireland.·~
The setting was chosen primarily because of the "great deal" on
housing.
"But we lucked out in that it
(New Quay, County Clare, Ireland) is very special culturally,"
McAuley said. New Quay, on the
west side of the island, was once
the site of the famous Bardic
School of the medieval Gaelic
poet, O'Daly. Lady Gregory and
William Butler Yeats, great Irish
writers, were also associated
with the area.
Contemporary Irish writers of
distinction, including Thomas

Kinsella, John Montague, Tom
McIntyre and McAuley himself,
will read their words and/or talk
to students at the workshop.
The program wilr include a
boat trip to the Aran Islands and
a tour of Yeats Tower in nearby
Ballylee. Both excursions are
covered by the program fee .
McAuley, an Irishman who
came to the states 12 years ago
and came to EWU to begin and
direct the creative writing program in 1970, is originally from
Dublin on the island's east side.
He has visited New Quay but said

it's quite different from his place
of origin.
"I'm a Dubliner, which in relation to New Quay is like being a
!'few Yorker in Cheney, Wash ."
The countryside and rural atmosphere of New Quay should
provide a real inspiration for the
visiting writers, he said.
"Most writers either have or
dream of a place where they can
go and write. They need a kind of
remoteness and seclusion away
from distractions to get their best
writing done."
While New Quay -might be con-

ducive to writing, to a student
who 's never been to Ireland, the
cultural and natural beauty could
themselves prove distracting .
"Someone commented that if l
can keep the students out of
Dooley's Bar in New Quay, I'll be
doing good . All Irish villages
have at least one bar."
The fee, he stressed, isn't that
high when compared to other
workshops . It covers just about
everything the student will need .
"All he'll be responsible for is
buying his own beer and the plane
ticket to and from Ireland."

...

English Professor James McAuley relaxes in his office, enjoying the poetry of W.B. Yeats. McAuley will be
directing a trip to Ireland for creative writers this summer. There are 36 openings available for the
two-week stay at New Quay, County Clare.

Coupons just for you and good · only in
CHENEY at 723 First.
' 1979 Omn, Foods, In c

---------------------------------------------COUPON VALUE 1/20 CENT
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·incredibly delicious, super-sized, super taco bulging with seasoned ground beef, sour cream, cheddar cheese, and lettuce in soft she(I.

Offer good during Feb. '79. Cheney Store Only.
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Crunchy

Tacos
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The Mejican Sandwich! A crunchy corn tortilla
stacked with ground beef, cheddar cheese, shredded lettuce and fresh tomato.
Offer good during Feb. '79. Cheney Store Only.
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Mountain Fresh
for East of the
Mountains Thirst
Naturally brewed for quality you can taste, that's
Rainier Beer - with the flavor so light and
distinctive it's called Mountain Fresh.
Rainier Brewing ompany. Scaule. Washing1_01_1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
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Gallery
Musical excellent
By Bett Buckley

A well-staled comment on class
di ·tinction , " The Roar of the
Greasepaint.. .The Smell of the
rowd ' is an excellent blend of
well -performed songs, danc es
and dialogue.
The musical , which opened
Thursday in Showalter Auditorium , is comically portrayed . It
centers around the literal playing
of the "game of life," and what
separates the winners from the
losers . While laughing at the
abundance of clever puns, the
audience learns that it's not what
you say, but how you say it that
counts .
Sir , played by Jeff Vernon, is a
winner not because he's kindhearted and generous but because he's a fast talker. Cocky
can never move forward because
Sir constantly thinks up new rules
to keep Cocky in his lowly place.
Writers Leslie Bricusse and
Anthony Newley show us that this

•
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SPECTRUM''

11

CALL 327-2268

unfair distinction between the upper and lower classes is universal
by usi ng non-specific names,
such as " The Girl " (Gloria Riggers) and " The Bully" (Randy
Fraiser ) and a setting that could
be anywhere in the world.
Vernon does a very believable
job of playing the autocratic Sir.
He's detestable, conceited, and
devious. Winning to him isn't a
matter of honesty , but one of selfsatisfaction . Besides himself, Sir
•cares only for "The Kid," portrayed by Gerrianne Boothe, his
bouncy brat of a sidekick whom
Sir uses to carry out his schemes.
Sir's attitude is summed up in one
of the things he teaches "The
Kid " --"Always play foul."
Vernon did an excellent job of
singing such classic songs as "A
Wonderful Day Like Today," and

Maureen Moseley, Dan Harris photos

All that jazz

"You have to have a nose and a mouth--two very essential things needed to play the trombone," says jazz
artist Bill Watrous. The Los Angeles entertainer played to a packed house Monday night in the music
building recital hall [left) and held an informal workshop Tuesday to share with students his past
experiences in the music field. Watrous' visit was sponsored by Eastern's Artists and Lecture series.
Appearing with him was the Arnie Caruthers combo of Spokane. Eastern's trombone choir and trombone
jazz ensemble also performed.

"Where Would You Be Without

Me? " However, in his one dance
duet with Cocky, he showed us
that he'll never make it as a
hoofer .
There was a surprising amount
of good acting and singing among
the minor characters, highlighted by Robert Douglas as ''The
Black ,'' a man who has no
respect for the rules set by the
upper class. His acting may not
have been the best, but his
singing definitely was.
Teri Lee's choreography was
another addition that made this
two-act play well worth seeing. In
such numbers as ''The Beautiful
Land" and " Put It in the Book ,"
lhe urchins blended smoothly to
give " The Roar of the Greasepainl. .. The Smell of the Crowd" a
real feeling of vitality .
Admission is $2 for gene; al
public and $1 for students, and for
what you gel out of this superb
musical farce , it's the best enterta inment .buy around . The production , which is directed by
John Duenow, is slated to run
tonight, Friday and Saturday al 8
p.m. in Showalter Auditorium .

Eastern faculty featured in concerts
Eastern has established a new
series of Spokane Chamber music concerts . featuring its music
department faculty and occasional _guest artists.
Named St. Cecelia's band in
honor of the patron saint of
music, it's a band of professional
pianists, winds, string and percussion performers at the University . The performance of the
series will be led by the Tamarack Quintet Friday, Feb. 9 at 8
p.m . in the Music Room of the
Spokane Opera House.
The University's Artist & Lecture committee is sponsoring the
concerts to provide more opportunities to enjoy classical music

No"W"

on a small scale in an intimate,
friendly setting, to permit Spokane audiences to hear more of
the faculty artists at the university and to promote concert going
as a regular family recreation.
In the first recital, titled "TwoCenturies of Lighthearted Music
for Winds, " the Tamarack Quintet will perform works by Mozart
and contemporary masters. According to the emsemble's flutist
and leader, Dr. Web Coffee, this
playful spirited rriusic highlights
the brilliant luminous quality of
wind instruments and will appeal
to young and old alike. Other
members of the quintet include

Gary Plowman, oboe and graduate assistant in EWU's music
department; Virginia Jones,
guest artist and principal clarinetist in the Spokane Symphony ;
Dr . Wenda! Jones, principal symphony bassoonist and professor of
music at Eastern; and Wenda!
Exline, horn and also professor of
music . Other programs scheduled this year will include positions for piano and strings.
Tickets will be on sale at the
door of the Opera House Music
Room with special discounts for
students and families .
Eastern students will be admitted free with identification and
can receive recital credits.

shoflring
ON CAMPUS

EXHIBIT: Prints by Richard Ross; EWU Art Gallery, art building.
EXHIBIT : Photos by Mike Jones; Photography Gallery, Art Building, main floor .
LECTURE: " Archaeology in Homeric Greece," 12 p.m ., JFK Auditorium .
EXHIBIT: Batiks by Rohanna Laing, 12 p.m .-4 p.m .; Pence Union Building Gallery .
DISCO FITNESS: 1 p.m .; Women's Center, Monroe hall 114 .
MUSICAL : "The Roar of the Greasepaint, the Smell of the Crowd," 8 p.m .; Showalter
Auditorium . Tickets $2 for general admission and $1 for students; available at the door.
Today-Feb. 9,10 DRAMA: "The Sign in Sidney Brustein's Window, " 8 p.m ., EWU Theatre. Admission
free to students with identification .
Feb. 9
BOOGIE : Music by Chariot, 9 p.m ., PUB .
Feb. JO
MOVIE : "Lt. Robin Crusoe, USN," 2 p.m .; PUB .
DISCO: Dressler recreation room, 50 cents before 10 p.m ., 99 cents after 10 p.m .
MOVIE: " The Turning Point, " 7 p.m .; PUB.
Feb. II
EXHIBIT: Black History Week reception and art exhibit, 4 p.m. ; BEP Lounge, Monroe
Hall , second floor.
MOVIE: "The Turning Point," 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., PUB.
Feb. 13
ADDRESS: "History: Torch for the Future,'' by Jerome Page, 2 p.m., JFK Auditorium.
Feb. 14
MOVIE: "Sound of Music," 2 p.m . and 7 p.m ., PUB.
Feb. 15
A.S. PRIMARY ELECTIONS: 8 a.m.-7 p.m ., PUB, Tawanka Commons.
Through Feb. 15
Through Feb. 15
Today
Today-Feb. 15
Today
Today-Feb. 9,10

02.0 HREll·FN
TwoGrea1
Weekends!
MUSIC PACKAGE WEEKEND 111

OFF CAMPUS

Starts Friday, Feb. 9 at 6:00pm
and concludes Sunday, Feb. 11 at 9:00pm.
Each music package features a 15-minute
set by .a different artist. Listen for
an entire weekend of great music by
your favorite artists.

Tonight

CONCERT: Evie Tornquist, gospel music, 7:30 p.m ., Spokane Opera House.
COMEDY: "No Sex Please, We're British," on stage at Civic Theatre. Call 325-2507 for
reservations.
·
.
Feb. JO
FOR KIDS: Spokane Children's Theatre presents "The Brave Little Tailor," 10 a.m. and
12 :30 p.m. , Spokane Civic Theatre.
Feb. 14
NOON RECITAL: Featuring EWU Music Department, Spokane Public Library, main
branch.
Feb. 16
LIVE PERFORMANCE : " Grease," 8 p.m., Opera House.
Through Feb. 18 BOAT SHOW: See the 1979 models, what's new in boating crafts and the Marine Art
Display, noon to 10 p.m . daily, noon to 6 p.m . Sundays, Spokane Convention Center.
Through Feb. 2:l VISUAL ARTS: Hand-made paper creations highlighting works by EWU art professor
Bruce Beal, wife Ruth and Fred and Sheila Ploeger, 8 a .m.-4 p.m . daily (closed weekends), Spokane Falls Fine Arts Gallery, SFCC.
All month
GALLERY: Indian Artifact Display and Western Art Collection, 9 a .m.-6 p.m ., Monday
through Saturday ; noon-8 p,m. Sundays; Pacific Northwest Indian Center Museum ,
E200 Cataldo.
Feb. 8, 9, JO

92.9 COUNTDOWN ENCOR.E
Starts Saturday afternoon, Feb. 17.
A rebroadcast of the top 92. 9 songs of
all time as 'tabulated by KREM-FM listeners'
ballots in Decen1ber '78. Listen for
Spokane's favorite songs of all time.
I
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Civic play
hilarious
By Scott Miles

" No Sex Please, We're British," a farce by Anthony Marriott and Alistair Foote, opened to
an appreciative crowd at the
Spokane Civic Theatre last week.
Set in present day England, the
plot revolves around the zany
happenings that occur when a
newlywed couple inadvertantly
become involved in the distribution of pornography . The play ,
which will run throu~h Feb. 24, is
directed by David Hardaway.
As is true with most Civic
Theatre projects, the perform ances are even and enjoya ble.
Davi d Bertis a nd Cindy L .
Swager are solid as the newlyweds and Gerry Dean Wither's
portrayal of a high-strung participant is hilarious .
But the production 's weakness
lies in a script that jumps the
line between farce and plain
stupidity . The constant chaos
becomes monotonous , and during
the second act, the audience
began to loose interest. Several .
truly funny moments, however ,
save the production from drop.
ping irito · --t-al boredom .
If you enjoy watching amusing
performances, then this play
may be worth your time. Otherwise, if you 're looking for something deeper, you will probably
be disappointed, and it may be
better to wait for the Civic
Theatre s next effort.

Spokane rock group "Kracker,"
pauses between takes during a session at Eastern's recording studio.
Located in the R-TV building, the studio provides on-the-job

~r.i~fl¥ ...
·Ohio players
The Ohio Players, one of America's most successful rock
groups, will perform tonight at El
Patio at Stateline, Idaho, their
first show beginning at 10 p.m.
and the second at midnight. It
will be a one-night only performance. Appearing with the
Players will be Wizzard, a Spokane-based group.
Tickets can be purchased in
advance for $7 or at the door for
$8.

Disco

Everyone showing up at Dressler Hall's Dynomite Disco before
10 :00 tomorrow night gets in for
half price, according to LTM
Productions, who is sponsoring
the dance. "The DOD Extravaganza" is being held in Dressler's
informal lounge beginning at 9
p.m .

,.Rocky honor"
The cult film of the decade, and
possible of the century-"The
Rocky Horrow Picture Show"-will be in Spokane this Friday
and Saturday at the Garland
Theatre. "Rocky" lovers can
"give themselves over to pleasure" starting at midnight either
Friday or Saturday. All seats cost
$:2.50 according to a theater
spokeswoman.
If you've never seen "Rocky"
and are wondering what it's all
about, better not pass up this
chance. It may not appear in the
area again for a long while.

Heart dance
A Valentine's Dance will be
held in the PUB this Friday night
from 9 p.m. to midnight. The
dance will feature the band
Chariot, and will be highlighted
by a dance contest.
The dance is sponsored by the
Associated Students of EWU and
the EWU Young Republicans.
Admission to the dance is 99 cents
but will be half price from 9 p.m .
to 9 :30 p.m .

.

\

t'XIU'ri(•nc,• for slud,•nts inten•stcd in the technical end or the recording
business.

Studio giues valuable training
By Carol Wetzel

Stop tape.
His voice cracked that time.
Try again. The singer, positioned
so close to the mike his lips are on
it, prepares for another take.
Meanwhile, a fellow band
member paces anxiously and
glances from the window of the
second-floor sound booth to his
buddy singing below in the spacious recording studio.
"That's a take." This time
everyone's satisfied with the
sound. Kracker, a Spokane-based
rock band, takes five before
laying down another track in
Eastern's recording studio, located in the R-TV building.
This recent recording session
at the facility, however, is not a
money-rpaking venture for the
school. It is a learning situatio.n
and provides on-the-job experience for students who want to go
into the technical end of the
recording business.
· The studio, set up in late 1973,
contains audio equipment that
cost roughly $200,000 at the time.
Since then, of course, prices have
risen and more equipment has
been added so the total value is
now even more, said Dr. Howard

Hopf, R-TV department chairman.
"We have a studio here like no
other in the country, or the world
for that matter," ·Hopf said,
citing unique acoustical characteristics coupled with space e. nough to accommodate a symphony orchestra as the reasons.
Most studios are too cramped for
many musicians to use at once.
The closest comparable studio is
in Seattle, he said.
"I like to think
students
working in our studio are more
capable than most of the professionals I know," he said.
That's partly why Hopf thinks
Eastern offers artists a better
deal than professional studios.
Students experiment in hopes of
learning a "better" way of recording, and sometimes those
experiments work . In a professional st~dio, however, most
engineers simply do their eighthour a day job, eight hours a day,
and then go home, the professor
said. Such a routine does not
encourage innovation.
Not so at Eastern. The studio
here is open seven days a week,
24 hours a day, and is cheaper

24-hour Towing-Compllll Body Shop-New & Used Auto Pn

Dave's .Auto Repair
Eomplete Foreign Care Repair
Servicing Al Major Foreign Makes
SPECIALIZING IN
VOLKSWAGEN
~ -Mile South on Cheney/Spangle Road

StN*II• 838-3677

than most professional set-ups.
With a 16-track recording and
playback session and outs ide engineer or requested " in-house",
or student, engineer the- price is
$50 an hour . For a n assigned
"in-house", or student, engineer
the price is half of that. Prices at
professional studios can run $l00
and more, depending on the
location and studio quality.
A multi-track audio console, or
sound board, is the main piece of
equipment in the studio. Hundreds of switches, knobs, and
buttons and numerous meters
would be totally meaningless to
all but an experienced engineer.
Beginning students often sit in on
recording sessions, which range
from classical, gospel, and country to easy listening artists, to
observe how the board operates.
A harmonizer is used to bring
sounds in tune, Hopf said. " If a
singer or instrument is anywhere
near range, the harmonizer will

put them right on ."
"Echo chambers," reverbera tif'rt uni ls and various other gadgets add specia l effects and improve overall record ing quality .
A!:i many as 16 tracks can be
recorded in the studio. That
mea ns a ba nd doesn ' t haYe to
pla y together all at. one~. Rather,
guitars may be recorded on one
tra ck. drums on the next, vocals
on sti ll another and so on for up to
16 tracks .
Then comes the mix down , the
" artsy craftsy" part of the process . Certain tracks can be made
louder for em phasis, while others
are made less prominent or
perhaps altered in .the electronic
gadgetry . The whole thing is
then recorded onto an eight track
tape, then four , and finally two so
the music can be pressed into
stereo LPs .
Hopf estimated that since the
recording studio opened, some 45
albums and 100 si ngles have been
recorded at the facility .
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Pirates squeak by Eastern

Sports

By Mark Brumleve
It's a quick return trip back to
the coast for Head Coach Jerry
Krause and his "Screamin
Eagles " this weekend as they try
to climb into consideration for a
possible seeding lo the NAIA
District I Championship Tournament.
On Friday, the Eagles will be
invading Bellingham looking for
a two-game sweep against Western Washington. The Vikings,
still competing in the Evergreen
Conference , defeated Oregon
College of Education last Saturday and with a victory over the
Eagles, would certainly solidfy
their position for one of the lop
seedings in the post-season tournament.
On Saturday, the Screamers
will hit Seattle lo face a revengeful Seattle Pacific squad. Seattle
Pacific was burned last November when the Eagles defeated the
NCAA Division II last November
when the Eagles defeated the
NCAA Division II school by 10
points.
Only the· Western game will

Invitational next

Tracksters improve
and this helps them lo determine
if they are in conditioning. "
Second place finishers in the
meet were Brad Duffy in the pole
vault, Steve Gibbons in the 400meter run , Jay Terry in the
two-mile run and Vicki Leslie in
the women 's high jump.
Placing third were Ron
Thomas in the triple jump,
Tammy Grub in the shot put,
Mike Balderson in the 60meter hurdles , J im Forgath and
former women's harrier Jackie
Van de Brake in the 1,500 meter
run , and the 200- and 400-meter
relay teams .
Marlin said the juniors and
seniors will be competing this
Saturday at the EWU Collegiate
Indoor Track Invitational , which
will include from the University
of Montana, University of Idaho,
Washington State University,
Whitman and Whitworth Colleges, and cross-stale rival Central Washington University .
"This will be a high-quality
track meet with super times and
di stances," said Marlin . " It's
still an individual and not a team
vent. "

The Eagle track team has
shown that individually each is a
real competitor but last Saturday
the squad showed that it has
depth and a strong outlook for the
future as the freshman and
ophomores came away with four
firsts, four seconds and eight
third place finishes , in the EWU
J unior College Invitational.
Jerry Martin , EWU track
·oach , said that 100 athletes
pa rticipated in the competition.
" This is really good experience
fo r the freshman and sophomores
who don 't get into many indoor
1 rack meets, " said Martin . "Our
,zuys performed very well. "
Martin said that he was pleased
\ ·ith the way the Eagles ran,
• pecially sophomore Ed Bradsto ttner , who won the 1,000 and
Lhe 800-meter runs. Other firstplace finishers were freshmen
Terry Scott in the long jump and
Herb Spiering in the 1,500 meter
ru n.
"This was an individual meet
a nd lhe team scores weren 't
tall ied," sa id Ma rtin . " H's tough
fo r the younger kids to gel in
qua lifying lim e for bigger meets
~

t

I

Pirates win by 2

A very important game, not
only to the Eagles but to the
Whitworth Pirates, . was played
Tuesday al the Special Events
Pavilion, with Eastern going
down lo defeat by a 71-69 margin.
A run-and-gun first half was
very evident by the two teams as
both units scorched the nets,
making for a high scoring contest. Eagle point-guard Terry
Reed, possibly playing the best
first half of his of his collegiate
career, led Eastern with 16 points
and Marty Harpole added 13 and
pulled down eight rebounds. But
the Pirates never gave up. Once
trailing by as much as eight
points, they caw.e back with 3:30
remaining in the half to knot it up
at 35 and eventually both teams
went in at the intermission tied at
41.

Second half action saw little
resemblance of the first half as

neither team could find its shooting touch, especially Reed. With
8:00 remaining, the Pirates built
their biggest margin to 63-57 and
held off the frantic Eagle comeback to .win the game and keep
their tournament hopes alive
Last Thursday, Eastern set its
sights on getting revenge against
the team that broke its 31-game
winning streak at the Special
Events Pavilion--Pacific Lutheran University . The high-flying
Lutes, representing the Northwest Conference, rallied in the
second half, mainly behind the
scoring of talented 6-6 Dave
Lashua, to disrupt the Eagle's
first game of a west coast jaunt,
by a score of 72-67.
Eagles trip Simon Fraser

The Eagles, heading for the
first time "north of the border"
made it a very succesful trip by
defeating Simon Fraser University Friday night in Vancouver by
an 86-83 score. Eastern, now 7-14,
led the Clansmen by as much as
10 points but let the lead dwindle
to two points in the final minute.

...~~~ ....~~~...~ .....~·~11111~ ....~.~...~ .
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count toward the point totals to
see which to eight NAIA teams
will compete in the post-season
tournament.

go on sale February 28 at the Office
of Campus Safety. The charge will
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Bill Hupe photo
Eagle wrestler Dave Reimnitz works for a pin against Athletes-In-Action grappler Dave Warren. The
Eagles lost last Thursday's match against the talented A-in-A team, which features former Olympic and
world compctitiors, but Reimnitz was victorious in his match.
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Fred Gutteriz provided the winning margin for the Eagle grapplers by coming from behind to
take his 190-pound opponent nine
to eight, as the Eagles beat
cross-state rivals Central Washington University 21-20. It was the
only meet out of three attempts
that Eastern took last week.
Coach Stan Opp said the Eagles
and CWU each won five matches
but a pin by 150-pound ace Dave
Reimnitz and superior decisions
by 142-pounder Jay Breckinridge
and co-captain Mike Stolp at 177
provided the edge for the Eagles.
"It was a tough match and we
were without Larry Bush at ·134
and Rubin Martinez at 126," said
Opp. Bush was out with the flu
and Martinez was absent because
of a death in his family.
In the CWU match, sophomore
Dick Carl, filling in at 134 pounds,
won his first varsity match.
On Friday, the Eagle grapplers
hosted the Christian organization, Athletes in Action and were
crushed 39-9, with the only Eagle
wins coming from 118-pound Jay
Warnock and Dave Reimnitz,
who pinned his man at 150. ·
"I thought the AIA match was a
good exercise for our guys because they learned how tough the
competition can be," said Opp.
" It presented them with a learning experience for them to wake

up and realize their possible
potential."
AIA 190-pounder John Peterson, who won a silver medal at
the 1972 Olympics and a gold in
1976, gave an informal talk during a break in the action.
The Eagle grapplers lost to
Pacific Lutheran University on
Saturday 16-28 as they forfeited
two weight classes at 134 and 126.
Opp said Eagle winners included Breckinridge, at 142, who
beat his opponent 11-2; Mike
Stolp, at 177, won 10-8; Fred Gutteriz, 190, won 5-1. Heavyweight
Dan Thew also pinned his opponent.
The Eagles begin a long road
trip on Wednesday as they play
five matches in four days. Eastern faces Boise State University
on Wednesday, Idaho State University on Thursday and Western
Montana on Friday and Montana
State University and Dickinson
State on Saturday .
"This will be an endurance trip
for us," said Opp, who said he is
beginning to look at the grapplers
to find out who may be going to
national competition.
"I think our progress is where I
expected it," he added. "The
guys should be peaking in a
couple of weeks, which will help
us a lot when it comes time for
the· nationals ."

...
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·Frosh ·trio .leads hoopsters
Jean Ness , Neil Ann Massie
and Maria Loos are three freshman bringing a lot of smiles to
EWU basketball coach Bill
Smithpelers this season .
Eastern is currently 17-4 thi s
season and to say it's beating
other teams is an understatement. The female version of
Eagle basketball has averated a
remarkable 80 points per game
while yielding only 49 points per
game to the opposition.
It is not easy to come into
college and start as a freshman,
but along with senior Arlene
Somday , and Jae Jae Jackson, a
junior, the freshman trio have
modeled into a starting five that
pleases Smithpeters.

Eastern's Jean Ness goes up for a shot against Rocky Mountain State
College's Joyce Kelly. Ness was high scorer with 15 points as the
Eagles won 62-51 last Saturday. The women also took an 84-58 victory
over Eastern Montana I• riday.

Swimmers take second
The EWU swimming team,
looking for revenge after a disappointing loss earlier in the
season against Whitman College,
again fell to their rivals, losing
56-40 in the women's division and
58-45 in the men 's . However, the
Eagles did not come back empty
handed from the weekend meet,
as they defeated Whitworth College in both divisions.
The same problems that have
plagued the team--not enough
swimmers--again cost the Eagle
team
against Whitman, said
Coach Eileen O'Donnell. "They
seemed to have more swimmers
in the water than the last time we
saw them," she said.
The Eagles weren't without
swimmers who placed high in
competition, as they collected six

firsts , two seconds and two thirds
in the men's division and five
first, four seconds and three
thirds in the women's division .
"We had three swimmers· who
posted their best lifetime
swims," O'Donnell said . They
included Jeannie Whitley, who
swam the 50-meter freestyle in
30.97 and the 100-meter freestyle
in 1.08 :94; Scott Arneson, 200meter breastroke in 1.42:63 ; and
Lisa Deck, 100-meter backstroke
in 1.10: 64 and 50-meter breaststroke in 38.45.
Bernie Kingsley, Jim Schmahl
and Bill Verney each collected
two first place finishes to lead the
men 's division. Lisa Deck lead
the women's division by winning
in I.he 50-meter breastroke and
the 100-meter backstroke.

BAKE SALE
SPONSORED BY
,CHENEY DAY CARE CENTER
IN THE PUB - FEB. 13
cookies, cakes, brownies, and more

Jean Ness, a 6-foot guard, was
destined to a lot of playing time
from the minute she enrolled at
Eastern . But an injury to sophomore Sue Karstetter, and the
ma!'riage and pregnancy of 6-1
senior Rebecca Clark, made
Smilhpeters bring 6-2 Maria Loos
and 5-11 Neil Ann Massie along a
little quicker than he expected .
"Maria and Neil Ann have done
everything expected of them this
season. They still make mist~kes
from inexperience, of course, but
they ha ve improved steadily as
they become more accustomed to
college basketball ," he said.
Loos leads the team in rebounds this season, but has been
followed closely by former
Shadle Park standout Neil Ann
Massie. Smithpeters has been impressed with Massie's instinct
and timing for rebounds .
"She seems to know just where
the ball is going and she gets to
it," Smithpeters said.
Massie is averaging 12.9 points

pet game, mostly on short-jump
shots from the baseline and from
offensive rebounds .
" When I first got here, l
thought I was right at the bottom ,
but when Sue (Karstetter) got
hurt, that kind of gave me my
break, " Massie said .
Smithpeters bel ie ves Jean
Ness has the potential to become
one of the best guards in the
Northwest.
"If I can find a point for her to
improve on, it would be her
awareness on defense. Other than
that, she plays a ll points of th e
game very well and her general
basketball knowledge is beyond
her years at this point," he said .
Ness prefers the wide-open
style of ball at Eastern over the
more deliberate sytle she played
at Central Vall ey . Wom e n's
basketball uses a 30-second shot
clock , and very seldom will Eastern use up the half-minute before
putting the ball up.

out on lop Saturday 62-51 aga ins t
Rocky Mounta in CoUege .
Although Saturday's game was
close, Rocky Mountain was un a ble to penetra te the Eagles'
defen se. Eastern forced the
Bears to take several outs ide
shots, which were always hurri ed
and seldom hi t the mark . The
Bea rs never were able to get
in s ip e throughout the entire
ga me . The Eagles were led by the
fin e rebounding of Loos and the
grea t shooting performance of
Ness , who put in 15 points .

ADDRESSERS
WANTED
IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home - no experience
necessary - excellent pay.

Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231

Of course, Ness and her two
frosh companions would like
nothing better than a trip to the
national championships in Dodge
City , Kansa s, thi s year--the second consecutive trip for the
Eagles.
" But we have a strong chance
of doing well at regionals, and
yes, we would be happy to get
back to nationals ," a smiling
Smithpeters added .
And with talented freshmen
like Jean, Maria and Neil Ann
Bill Smithpeters may be smiling
for a long time.
EWU takes two

ALL DAY MON., FEB. 12

HAMBURGER
DELUXE
40c each
1204 First

The Eagles defeated Eastern
Montana Friday 84-58 and came

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Terry Reed
5'10" Junior Guard. Tacoma, Wash.
Terry scored a total of 25 points, had 11 assists
and 4 rebounds in Eastern's two games last ·
week. In Eastern's 73-67 loss to Pacific
Lutheran, he had 12 points, 4 rebounds and
5 assists. In Eastern's 86-83 victory over
Simon Fraser, he had 13 points and 6 assists.
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Cheating ••
This is the first of two articles
exploring a violation of moral
s tandards in the c las sroom .
Cheat ers plague educator. and
hon t'. t students alike in sc hool s
nati on wide . While the number of
offen s1· at Eastern is not necessarily on the rise, r •cent inter view~ s uggest that chea tin g is
ali n a nd well in these ha ll or
hig h c•r lea rnin g.

.

.,._

Hy Kitty Macinnis
h at ing . Or more s peci fi ca lly, plagiarizing, from the lat in
pla giarius (kidnapper ); to take
ideas, writings, etc. from another
and offer the m as one's own , says
Webster 's Dictionary .
Two yea rs ago, plagiarism at
the college level was so hot an
i ·- ue, a lmost eve ry American
iagazine from Science to Scven11•cn ca rried storie .
Front-cover exposure was lent
t o the occasion--and causing all
the com motion that brought
r. h a ti ng out of the woodwork was
J n incident at one of the nation 's
hi ghest acc la imed institution ,
W t Point Military Academy,
whe re in 100 junior classmen were
in\'olved in a brea ·h-of-honor
·candal. On a take-home electrica l ngincering exa m , similar
answer appeared on more tha n
100 tests, many with the sa me
words mi s pe ll ed, news media
n •porled .
:\ bout fi J· y perr ent of the student s invt,I ed , ere cleared, a
[ew quit . chool volunta rily , and

the rest faced the consequences
stemming from the violation of
the academy ' s sacred honor
code .
The commotion eventually died
out, though not before general
reports on chca tin g a t a II coll ege
levels revea led that made-toorder term pa pers were bringing
their manufacturers payments of
up to $10,000 a copy (for masters
or Ph .D. theses) .

~Copying answers...
stuff like that just
doesn't seem as prevalent here as it was
in high school, but I
think people still do
it, " one student said.
And the education process continued at coll eges and universities nationwide--some who revised existing honor codes, and
some who did away with theirs
entirely--in hopes of solving the
plagiarizing problem .
But now as before, almost any
teacher can tell you that cheating, in the classroom and on
home assignm ents, does go on .
And when it comes to plagiarizing, Eastern students are no
exception . Cheney, Wash ., is not
immune to such moral crimes .

a seldo,n talked about subject
co,nes out of the closet

While cheating at this commuter school of some 7,000 undergraduates situated in a conservative corner of the nation, is not
necessa rily on the rise, recent
intervi ews with severa l professors , a dministra tive officials and
mor than 50 students strongly
ind ica te chea ting is a live and
well , if not thriving, at the
uni ve rs ity.
" I cheated twice th is morning," one co-ed in the student
union building admitted openly .
"Copying answers ... stuff like
that doesn' t seem as prevalent in
college as it was in high school,
but I believe people are doing it,"
said a male student. ·
" Back then (in hjgh school), I
spent most of my time dealing in
dope and sitting around with my
buddies in the parking lot. Classes didn't seem very important, or
grades, " another said.
Some students said that even
when they got lo college, they
found " garbage" classes bogging
them down, and didn 't mind
cheating a little, if it meant
getting them a passing grade. "A
2.0 was OK with me," an applied
psychology major said , shaking
his head . "Shit classes just aren't
worth the work . 1 had one class
where we had to make maps of
what our nei_ghborhood was like
when we were children. I just
didn't get what we were supposed
to be learning. It was a total
waste of time."
At least half the students inter-

LISTEN BIG ... SPEND SMALL

viewed said they wanted to see a
reduction, if not a change, in
general education requirements.
" Four-year colleges should get
rid of deadwood and replace it
with desired vocational electives ," one put it.
Which may result in arguments
questioning the relationship of
one class to another. What class
isn' t related , at least indirectly,
to any vocation? Possibly the
answer lies in the altercation of
major class requirements, in
particular pre-requisites and
electives.
An education professor, while
not referring to general educa-

"Another thing. Colleges lose
probably 40 to 50 percent of their
freshmen annually . . . kids
who 've found college isn't for
them or don t want to get serious
about a major. More students
then, move out to four-year
schools from community colleges. They re pretty serious
about making it honestly in the
job world by that time," he said .
"I think cheating happens
much less in upper division (major) classes," he added. "The
emphasis should be on learning. I
feel having a lot of study aids
available encourages learning
and discourages cheating by eliminating the thought from students ' minds."

0

Short cuts will show up not long
· after a student is out of school...
You think you can set up a class
plan as a student te{;Jcher cheating
your way through? You can't. It'll
show."
--an education professor
tion· requirements as "garbage" ,
said he believed once students
began their major work, they
would be much Jess inclined to
cheat.
" For one thing, short cuts will
show up not long after a student is
out of school, '' the professor said.
" Do you think you can set up a
class plan as a teacher if you 've
cheated your way through? You
can't. It' ll show.

One girl said she knew a
student smart in math who took a
clearance test and signed a
friend's name to it. The math
'' expert" passed with flying
colors .
Which brings more questions to
mind: why weren't there enough
controls set up to prevent that
from happening? Are all students
assumed honest until proven
otherwise?
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Her Flowers Valentines
Day, Feb. 14th
•
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Yamaha is more affordable than you might ever have thought posstble. The CR220
AM/FM receiver benefits from the technical wizardry that makes Yamaha unique,
yet, at only $235.00, its price is surprisingly modest.

Open Daily
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Bank Cards welcome
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Blooming and Green Plants
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At stereocraft, we have chosen the Yamaha CR220 receiver to power two of our
systems: the System 389 and the System 519. So whether it's a receiver you're
after or a whole system, give the Yamaha CR220 a listen. You owe it to your ears
and to your budgetl

495

Wrth a heart

Valentina Arrangement

1000

Beautiful fresh flower bouquet

FTD Love Blnla
Bouquet of Carnations,
Tulips and Heart Fan

LOCAL STORE HOURS:
11-7 M-T-W
11-9 Th-F
10-a Sat
12-5 Sun

.
Poms,1500

CHENEY SPOKANE
1st & Pine

&

}750

VALLEY

E. 4607 Frederick E. 12510 Sprague

23& 4818

483-3818

928-3708

Deliveries to Cheney, Fairchild,
Spokane, Valley and Nearby Areas
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